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Abstract—Decisions made in areas such as economics, engineer-1

ing, industry and medical sciences are usually based on finding2

and interpreting solutions to optimisation problems. When mod-3

elling an optimisation problem, it should be clear that people do4

not make decisions in a vacuum or in isolation from the reality.5

So, there is always a decision-making context that, in addition6

to the natural constraints of the problem, acts as a filter on the7

candidate solutions available. If this fact is omitted, optimal but8

useless solutions to the problem can be obtained. In this paper,9

we propose a systematic way of modelling contexts based on10

fuzzy propositions and two approaches (a priori and a posteriori)11

for solving optimisation problems under their influence. In the12

proposed a priori approach, the context is explicitly included13

in the mathematical model of the problem. As this approach14

may have a limited application due to the increasing number15

of constraints and their nature, an a posteriori approach is16

proposed, in which a set of solutions, obtained by any means17

(like exact algorithms, simulation or metaheuristics), are checked18

for their suitability to the context by using a multi-criteria19

decision-making methodology. A simple fish harvesting problem20

in a sustainability context and a tourist trip design problem in21

a pandemic context were solved for illustration purposes. Our22

results provide researchers and practitioners with a methodology23

for more effective optimisation and decision-making.24

Index Terms—Optimisation, fuzzy logic, decision-making con-25

text, fuzzy proposition26

I. INTRODUCTION27

MATHEMATICAL optimisation has pervaded numerous28

human activities, ranging from finding the fastest route29

to work or looking for the best house given certain budget30

constraints [1] to solving complicated problems in economics,31

engineering, industry, medical sciences, and so forth.32
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To solve an optimisation problem, firstly a model that 33

includes (and leaves out) certain features of the real-world 34

should be defined. This model is composed of three basic 35

elements: decision variables, a set that restricts the values 36

taken by the decision variables and an objective function that 37

measures how good a solution to the problem is. The goal is 38

to select an optimal solution (in the sense that it maximises or 39

minimises the objective function) from the set of all feasible 40

ones. However, what is usually omitted in the model definition 41

is the fact that people do not make decisions in a vacuum 42

or in isolation from the reality that surrounds them and the 43

specific problems they are trying to solve—namely, that there 44

is always a decision-making context (hereafter context for 45

short) that dictates which decisions should be made and how to 46

make them. Therefore, ignoring the context in the modelling or 47

solving stages of an optimisation problem almost surely would 48

lead to an optimal but useless solution and, consequently, an 49

unacceptable decision. 50

Interestingly, as noted in [2], when faced with the same 51

problem, each person could make a different decision (choose 52

a different solution). This is because each person has their 53

own context determined by their experiences and the specific 54

situation in which decisions must be made, and, consequently, 55

what is called an optimal (best) solution may lose this quality 56

when it is analysed from the perspectives of different contexts— 57

clearly, the idea of ‘best’ is context-dependent. 58

Nowadays, special attention is put on the increasing devel- 59

opment and deployment of the so-called Automated Decision- 60

Making (ADM) systems both in the public and private sectors. 61

According to [3], an ADM system is a system, software, or 62

process that uses computation to aid or replace organisation 63

decisions, judgments, and/or policy implementation that im- 64

pacts opportunities, access, liberties, rights, and/or safety. A 65

wide variety of technologies are used within these systems 66

to carry out human-like decision-making; these technologies 67

may include optimisation models and algorithms, machine 68

learning, natural language processing, and soft computing [4]. 69

ADM systems are used for ‘processing requests for social 70

benefits, for detecting risks of welfare fraud, for profiling 71

unemployed people, for predictive policing purposes by law 72

enforcement authorities or for assessing recidivism risks of 73

parolees. . . the use of ADM systems offers great potential 74

for public administrations. At the same time, it comes with 75

substantial risks—especially if such systems are not introduced 76
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and deployed in a careful manner.’1 Given the intended77

penetration of ADM systems in the social tissue, the role78

of the context in these systems should be carefully analysed,79

since they may raise ethical concerns [5].80

But the question ‘What is context?’ has no single answer, and81

researchers from areas such as psychology, human-computer82

interaction, mobile computing and ‘context-aware’ computing83

provide definitions that best fit their needs [6], [7]. Those84

definitions, however, do not fit the scope of mathematical85

optimisation. Instead, we follow one of the views in [8] and86

adopt87

the idea that context consists of a set of features88

of the environment surrounding generic activities,89

and that these features can be encoded and made90

available to a software system alongside an encoding91

of the activity itself.92

For our purposes, we assume the account of context as a93

representational problem (although Dourish [8] later viewed94

it as an ‘interactional problem’) having in mind the following95

four features [8]: 1) context is a form of information (it can96

be known, encoded and represented in our systems); 2) it97

is delineable (we can define what counts as the context of98

activities that the application supports); 3) it is stable (although99

the precise elements of a context representation might vary100

from application to application, they do not vary from instance101

to instance of an activity or an event) and 4) the context and102

the problem being solved are separable (the problem is solved103

within a context).104

Lamata, Pelta and Verdegay [2], [9] defined the concept of105

a ‘decision-making context’ as a set of rules that determine106

the qualitative characteristics that a solution to a problem must107

have. They also identified the following ten contexts commonly108

found in practical situations: Competition, Ethical, Concurrence,109

Adversarial, Crisis, Stress, Sustainability, Dynamic, Corporate110

Social Responsibility and Induced. This is not an exhaustive111

list at all, since other contexts could be identified in more112

specific situations, including, e.g., a composite of some of113

them. We stress that the concept of context to which we refer114

here has nothing to do with the concept of behavior, from115

the psychological field, nor with that of ‘environment’, which116

alludes to the states of nature (uncontrolled future events that117

affect the outcomes of the alternatives) in a decision problem,118

but with, e.g., the social, economic, administrative or legal119

‘scenario’ in which the problem we are considering is given.120

In [2], the authors illustrated how the optimal solution to121

a problem may change when we switch from one context to122

another. However, they did not propose a way of modelling123

contexts or general operational ways in which contexts could124

be used to solve optimisation problems. This paper builds upon125

the theoretical views discussed in [2] and advances this topic126

by providing answers to the following questions.127

• How can the context be formally modelled?128

• How to obtain solutions to optimisation problems that129

conform to a given context?130

1https://algorithmwatch.org/en/adm-publicsector-recommendation/ (accessed
on 10 June 2022)

Furthermore, since contexts are determined, among other 131

elements, by people’s experiences and current circumstances 132

(often not fully understood), the information available to 133

describe them is generally incomplete and mostly subjective. 134

Hence, fuzzy logic [10]–[13] methodologies could be useful 135

to handle the inherent imprecision of such contexts, as well as 136

to operate with the rules that define them. 137

To the best of our knowledge, the antecedents of this work 138

are the papers by Yager [14], where the inference process 139

in bivalent logic was cast as a mathematical programming 140

problem, Castro, Herrera and Verdegay [15], where Yager’s [14] 141

approach was extended to the fuzzy case, and [16], where a 142

specific (non-general) approach was illustrated. 143

Our aim here is to present a systematic way of modelling 144

contexts based on fuzzy propositions and solving optimisation 145

problems under their influence. Consequently, Section II 146

presents basic definitions from fuzzy logic that constitute 147

the theoretical basis of our results. Section III presents a 148

general mathematical model of contexts and two (a priori and 149

a posteriori) approaches to solve optimisation problems within 150

given contexts. The results of solving a simple fish harvesting 151

problem in a sustainability context and a tourist trip design 152

problem in a pandemic context are provided in Section IV for 153

illustration purposes. Lastly, concluding remarks and ideas for 154

future work are presented in Section V. 155

II. PRELIMINARIES 156

This section presents some basic definitions taken from 157

[10]–[12], [17]–[19]. 158

Definition 1: A fuzzy set A in a universe of discourse X , 159

with elements denoted generically by x, is characterised by 160

a membership function µA : X → [0, 1], with the value of 161

µA(x) at x representing the grade of membership of x in A. 162

Definition 2: A linguistic variable is characterised by a 163

quintuple (V, T (V), X,G,M) in which V is the name of the 164

variable; T (V) is the term-set of V , that is, the collection 165

of its linguistic values; X is a universe of discourse; G is a 166

syntactic rule which generates the terms in T (V); and M is 167

a semantic rule which associates with each linguistic value 168

v its meaning M(v), where M(v) denotes a fuzzy subset of 169

X . The meaning of a linguistic value v is characterised by a 170

compatibility (membership) function µv : X → [0, 1], which 171

associates with each value x ∈ X its compatibility with v. 172

An example is the linguistic variable Height, whose values 173

could be: Short, Average and Tall; each defined as a fuzzy 174

subset of the universe of discourse X consisting of the height 175

of people. 176

Definition 3: A fuzzy proposition is a statement p whose 177

truth or falsity is a matter of degree. If truth and falsity are 178

given by values 1 and 0, respectively, then the degree of truth, 179

truth(p), of a fuzzy proposition is expressed by a number in 180

the interval [0, 1]. 181

Definition 4: An aggregation operator in [0, 1]n is a function 182

A : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] that is non-decreasing in each variable 183

and fulfils the boundary conditions A(0, . . . , 0) = 0 and 184

A(1, . . . , 1) = 1. 185

Definition 5: An aggregation operator 4 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is 186

a t-norm if it fulfils the conditions: 187
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Table I
COMMONLY USED DEFINITIONS OF THE LOGICAL CONNECTIVES [19]

Connective Łukasiewicz Zadeh Gödel Product
4(x, y) max(0, x+ y − 1) min(x, y) min(x, y) x · y4

(x, y) min(1, x+ y) max(x, y) max(x, y) x+ y − x · y

I(x, y) min(1, 1− x+ y) max(1− x,min(x, y))

{
1, x ≤ y
y, otherwise

{
1, x ≤ y
y/x, otherwise

N(x) 1− x 1− x

{
1, otherwise
0, x > 0

{
1, otherwise
0, x > 0

• Associativity: 4(x,4(y, z)) = 4(4(x, y), z),188

• Symmetry: 4(x, y) = 4(y, x),189

• Neutral element: 4(1, x) = x.190

Definition 6: An aggregation operator

4

: [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is191

a t-conorm if it fulfils the conditions:192

• Associativity:

4

(x,

4

(y, z)) =

4

(

4

(x, y), z),193

• Symmetry:

4

(x, y) =

4

(y, x),194

• Neutral element:

4

(0, x) = x.195

T-norms are the generalisation of the bivalent logic connective196

‘and’ and t-conorms generalise the bivalent logic connective197

‘or’. Both aggregation operators have found numerous ap-198

plications in decision-making [17], [20]–[26]. In particular,199

t-norms (resp. t-conorms) can be used as pessimistic (resp.200

optimistic) decision rules for solving multi-attribute decision-201

making problems due to their conjunctive (resp. disjunctive)202

properties [27].203

Remark 1: Associativity of t-norms and t-conorms allows204

them to be extended to operations with an arbitrary number of205

arguments (see [17]).206

Definition 7: A function N : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] is a negation if207

it is decreasing and fulfils the boundary conditions N(0) = 1208

and N(1) = 0. N is a strict negation if it is continuous and209

strictly decreasing. N is a strong negation if it is an involution,210

i.e., N(N(x)) = x.211

Definition 8: A function I : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is called a fuzzy212

implication if it fulfils, for all x, x1, x2, y, y1, y2 ∈ [0, 1], the213

following conditions:214

• if x1 ≤ x2, then I(x1, y) ≥ I(x2, y), i.e., I(·, y) is215

decreasing,216

• if y1 ≤ y2, then I(x, y1) ≤ I(x, y2), i.e., I(x, ·) is217

increasing,218

• I(0, 0) = 1, I(1, 1) = 1 and I(1, 0) = 0.219

Some commonly used definitions of the logical connectives are220

shown in Table I. In the case of implications, not all of them221

satisfy the conditions imposed in Definition 8. Nevertheless,222

they are used as such in the literature (see [18]).223

Fuzzy propositions can be classified into the following types224

[12]:225

Unconditional and Unqualified Propositions226

The canonical form of these propositions is227

p : V is F,

where V is variable that takes values x in a universe of228

discourse X and F is a fuzzy set on X that represents a229

fuzzy predicate (linguistic term). The degree of truth of p230

is the same as the degree of membership of x in F , i.e.,231

truth(p) = µF (x).232

Unconditional and Qualified Propositions 233

These propositions are characterised by either the canonical 234

form 235

p : (V is F ) is S,

for truth-qualified propositions, or the canonical form 236

p : Prob (V is F ) is S,

for probability-qualified propositions, where S is a fuzzy 237

set representing either a fuzzy truth qualifier or a fuzzy 238

probability qualifier. The degree of truth of a truth-qualified 239

proposition p is given by truth(p) = µS (µF (x)). For a 240

probability distribution f on V , we have that the degree of 241

truth of a probability-qualified proposition p is given by 242

truth(p) = µS

(∑
x∈V

f(x) · µF (x)

)
.

Conditional and Unqualified Propositions 243

The canonical form of these propositions is 244

p : if V is F, then W is G

where V and W are variables that take values in sets X 245

and Y , respectively; F and G are fuzzy sets defined on X 246

and Y , respectively. The degree of truth of p is then given 247

by truth(p) = I (µF (x), µG(y)), where I : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] 248

is a fuzzy implication, e.g., the Łukasiewicz implication 249

I(a, b) = min(1, 1− a+ b). 250

Conditional and Qualified Propositions 251

These propositions are characterised by either the canonical 252

form 253

p : (if V is F, then W is G) is S,

or the canonical form 254

p : Prob (V is F |W is G) is S,

where Prob (V is F |W is G) is a conditional probability. In 255

addition, we have that V , W , F , G and S are defined as 256

presented previously. The degree of truth of p is then given 257

by 258

truth(p) = µS (I (µF (x), µG(y)))

in the first case and by 259

truth(p) = µS

 ∑
x∈V,y∈G

f(x|y) · I (µF (x), µG(y))


in the second case. 260
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Fuzzy propositions can be combined by using the logical261

connectives ‘and’, ‘or’, ‘not’ and ‘implies’ to generate262

compound propositions. Thus, we may have propositions like263

p1 : V is F and (W is G or Y is not H) ,

which we could write alternatively as264

p1 : and
(
V is F, or (W is G, Y is not H)

)
,

and265

p2 : V is F implies W is not G,

written alternatively as266

p2 : implies (V is F, W is not G) .

III. CONTEXT MODELLING267

The concept of ‘context’ is generic and depends on each268

specific research field. Here we focus on the idea introduced in269

[9], and later defined in [2] as ‘a set of rules . . . that establish270

the qualitative characteristics that the available decisions must271

have.’ In this section, we give a similar definition that is more272

in the spirit of what we have discussed so far. Then, two273

approaches are proposed to solve optimisation problems posed274

within contexts. The first is an a priori approach, in which275

the context is explicitly included in the mathematical model of276

the problem. The second is an a posteriori approach, in which277

the suitability to the context of some previously calculated278

solutions to the problem is checked by using a multi-criteria279

decision-making methodology.280

Definition 9: A context, regardless of the nature of the281

information available, is defined as a non-empty set of282

propositions, often presented in the form of logical predicates,283

that establish the qualitative characteristics that the available284

decisions must have.285

Definition 10: As predicates may not have clearly defined286

boundaries, a context F in fuzzy environment can be expressed287

as the following set of fuzzy propositions.288

where Vjk is Bjk (j = 1, 2, . . . ,m; k = 1, 2, . . . , s) are289

unconditional fuzzy propositions, and each ri and qi has the290

same structure of pj , for j = 1, 2, . . . ,m.291

The choice of logical connectives depends on the specific292

situation and should provide the best description of the decision-293

maker’s reasoning with uncertainty. There are experimental and294

theoretical (choosing according to some reasonable properties)295

methods to do it, but the problem of choice remains [28].296

The general mathematical programming problem, consider- 297

ing a fuzzy context, can be formulated as follows. 298

max(min) f(x)

s.t. G(x) ≤ 0,

H(x) = 0,

x ∈ F ,

(1)

where x ∈ Rn is a real-valued vector in the n-dimensional 299

Euclidean space. Furthermore, f is a real-valued function in 300

Rn, and G = (g1, g2, . . . , gp) and H = (h1, h2, . . . , hr) are, 301

respectively, p-dimensional and r-dimensional vectors of real- 302

valued functions in Rn. Lastly, x ∈ F means that x makes the 303

propositions in F true at least to a certain degree; clearly, all 304

propositions in F must be related to x in some way. 305

A. A priori approach 306

According to the definition of context, a solution to prob- 307

lem (1) must have the qualitative characteristics established 308

by F . This means that all propositions in F must be satisfied. 309

We see this requirement as the conjunction of all propositions 310

in F . Consequently, by using a suitable t-norm aggregation 311

operator, problem (1) is transformed into the following crisp 312

mathematical programming problem. 313

max(min) f(x) + (−)αM
s.t. G(x) ≤ 0,

H(x) = 0,

4
(
truth (p1) , truth (p2) , . . . ,

truth (pm+o)
)
≥ α,

(2)

where α is an auxiliary variable and M is a very large constant. 314

The product αM penalises the solutions that do not satisfy the 315

context. 316

B. A posteriori approach 317

Depending on the number of propositions in F , but mainly on 318

the choice of operators that model the logical connectives and 319

the membership functions used, problem (2) can be difficult 320

to solve due to possible discontinuities, non-linearities and 321

non-convexities that can be introduced in the problem model. 322

An alternative approach is to obtain a set of ‘good’ feasible 323

solutions to the problem: 324

max(min) f(x)

s.t. G(x) ≤ 0,

H(x) = 0,

(3)

by using exact algorithms, simulation or metaheuristics [29] and 325

analyse their suitability according to F . In fact, it may be the 326

case that problem (3) has a special mathematical structure for 327

which efficient solution algorithms exist, and this structure may 328

be lost if additional (context-related) constraints are included. 329

This approach results in the following multi-criteria decision- 330

making problem. 331

Let X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xh} be a non-empty set of feasible 332

solutions to problem (3). For each xi ∈ X , the degree 333

of truth of proposition pj is calculated and denoted by tij 334
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(j = 1, 2, . . . ,m + o). Consequently, the decision matrix335

T =
[
tij
]
h×(m+o)

is constructed. Next, the solutions/alter-336

natives in X must be ranked and the one that best fits the337

context F selected.338

Although there are a significant number of multi-criteria339

decision-making methods for making such ranking and selec-340

tion [30], here, a method is proposed that is consistent with341

the formulation of the a priori approach. By using a suitable t-342

norm aggregation operator 4, a solution x∗ (within the context343

F) is then drawn from the set
{
xk ∈ X : 4

(
ti1, ti2, . . . ,344

ti,m+o

)
≤ 4

(
tk1, tk2, . . . , tk,m+o

)
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , h

}
—345

namely, a solution x∗ ∈ X is chosen such that it maximises346

the overall degree of truth of the propositions in F according347

to the selected t-norm.348

IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES349

In this section, we present two examples to illustrate the350

proposed approaches. For simplicity, mostly piecewise linear351

membership functions are used to characterise the meaning of352

linguistic terms. Modelling and calculations were performed by353

using YALMIP toolbox [31] version 20180413, Octave 5.2.0354

and Python 3.10.3 on a computer with an Intel® Core™ i3-355

4005U @ 1.70GHz × 4 and 4GB RAM running Ubuntu 20.04.3356

LTS.357

A. Fish harvesting problem358

Let us consider a simple two-period harvesting model (HM)359

of a hypothetical fish species with reproduction rate r1 = 0.2360

(20%) in the first period and r2 = 0.15 (15%) in the second361

one. A fraction of the stock will be caught in the first period362

(denoted by c1) and another fraction c2 in the second period.363

The biomass (in kg) at the beginning of the first and second364

periods is denoted by I1 and I2 , respectively, and by I3 the365

biomass at the end of the second period. We have the following366

equations that relate I1, I2 and I3.367

I2 = I1 + r1I1 − c1I1,
I3 = I2 + r2I2 − c2I2.

Suppose that the maximum economic benefit is sought. There-368

fore, fishermen will try to catch as much as possible and thus369

to maximise the quantity c1I1 + c2I2. In this case, the HM370

takes the form371

max c1I1 + c2I2

s.t. I2 = I1 + r1I1 − c1I1,
I3 = I2 + r2I2 − c2I2,
0 ≤ c1 ≤ 1, 0 ≤ c2 ≤ 1,

I1 = 1000,

(4)

and it is assumed that 1000 units of biomass are present at the372

beginning of the first period.373

By solving HM (4), we get c1 = 1, c2 = 1, I2 = 200 and374

I3 = 30 with benefit value 1200. Although this solution yields375

the maximum economic benefit, it leaves the biomass of the376

species at the end of the second period in a very low level.377

Consequently, implementing such a solution goes against the378

recommendations for the conservation of target species and the379

sustainable exploitation of fish stocks, put forward by the Food 380

and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations (FAO) [32]. 381

Actually, in FAO’s Code of Conduct for Responsible 382

Fisheries [32, p. 1], it reads: ‘Fisheries, including aquaculture, 383

provide a vital source of food, employment, recreation, trade 384

and economic well-being for people throughout the world, 385

both for present and future generations and should therefore 386

be conducted in a responsible manner.’ Going further into the 387

management objectives, the code establishes that measures 388

should be taken to allow the recovery of depleted stocks or to 389

actively restore them. This and other recommendations aim at a 390

sustainable use of fishery resources; thus guaranteeing not only 391

the conservation of target species, but also sufficient quantities 392

so that the exploitation of the stocks remains economically 393

viable. 394

Now, let us approach the harvesting problem again, but 395

this time establishing a sustainability context with the set of 396

propositions2
397

Fs :=

 p1 : if I1 is High and r1 is Low, then c1 is Mean,
p2 : if I2 is High and r2 is Low, then c2 is Mean,
p3 : I3 is High


in which Zadeh’s conjunction and implication are used (see 398

Table I), and the linguistic terms Low, Mean and High have 399

respectively the membership functions µlow (rk) = max
(
0, 400

1 − 2rk
)
, µmean (ck) = min

(
2ck, 2 − 2ck

)
, for k = 1, 2, and 401

µhigh (Ik) = max
(
0,min

(
1, (Ik − 500) /500

))
for k = 1, 2, 3 402

(see Figure 1). Thus, the HM in a sustainability context (F-HM) 403

takes the form 404

max c1I1 + c2I2

s.t. I2 = I1 + r1I1 − c1I1,
I3 = I2 + r2I2 − c2I2,
0 ≤ c1 ≤ 1, 0 ≤ c2 ≤ 1,

I1 = 1000,

(c1, c2, I1, I2, I3) ∈ Fs.

(5)

Next, both the a priori and a posteriori approaches are used 405

to solve F-HM (5). 406

1) Solution via a priori approach: By using Zadeh’s 407

connectives from Table I, F-HM (5) is transformed into problem 408

max c1I1 + c2I2 + 106α

s.t. I2 = I1 + r1I1 − c1I1,
I3 = I2 + r2I2 − c2I2,
0 ≤ c1 ≤ 1, 0 ≤ c2 ≤ 1,

I1 = 1000,

max
[
1−min

(
µhigh (I1) , µlow (r1)

)
,

min
(
min (µhigh (I1) , µlow (r1)) , µmean (c1)

)]
≥ α,

max
[
1−min

(
µhigh (I2) , µlow (r2)

)
,

min
(
min (µhigh (I2) , µlow (r2)) , µmean (c2)

)]
≥ α,

µhigh (I3) ≥ α, α ≥ 0,

2This set of propositions is not exhaustive and other propositions could be
included. However, we keep it this simple for illustration purposes.
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Figure 1. Graphs of the membership functions corresponding to the linguistic values Low, Mean and High.

Table II
BEST SOLUTIONS TO THE HARVESTING PROBLEM IN THE BASIC SETTING AND WITH CONTEXT INCLUDED a priori AND a posteriori

Approach Connectives c1 c2 I1 I2 I3 Benefit Value Overall Truth
Basic model none 1 1 1000 200 30 1200 0
A priori Zadeh 0.5 0.007 1000 700 800 505 0.6
A posteriori 0.449 0.021 1000 750.508 846.957 465.619 0.498
A priori Łukasiewicz 0.294 0.255 1000 905.197 809.972 525.806 0.609
A posteriori 0.449 0.021 1000 750.508 846.957 465.619 0.535

and solved by using Octave code A.1 shown in the Appendix409

section. Thus, we get c1 = 0.5, c2 = 0.0071429, I2 = 700410

and I3 = 800 with benefit value 505; the overall degree of411

truth corresponding to this solution is 0.6. It is noticeable the412

fact that this solution provides less economic benefit. However,413

it does leave enough biomass at the end of the second period,414

so that the species can reproduce without difficulties and415

the exploitation of the stock remains economically viable.416

Alternatively, we may choose Łukasiewicz’s connectives to417

handle the propositions in Fs and solve F-HM (5), in which418

case the results shown in Table II are obtained. We see that the419

biomass level and the fraction to be caught in each period are420

different from those obtained by using Zadeh’s connectives,421

but the economic benefit and overall degree of truth are almost422

the same.423

2) Solution via a posteriori approach: Let us consider424

again the initial harvesting model (4). By using simulation425

(see Octave code A.2 in the Appendix section), we obtained426

a set of 30 feasible solutions from which 10 are shown in427

Table III. We followed the approach presented in section III-B428

with Zadeh’s and Łukasiewicz’s connectives and obtained the429

decision matrices shown also in Table III.430

According to Zadeh’s t-norm aggregation operator, we found431

that solution No. 6 has an overall degree of truth of 0.498,432

which is the highest among all simulated solutions and therefore433

the one that best fits the sustainability context. Interestingly,434

using Łukasiewicz’s connectives with the a posteriori approach435

also leads to choosing solution No. 6 with an overall degree436

of truth of 0.535. Solution No. 6 has a corresponding benefit437

value of 465.619. However, it should be noted that the solution438

given by the a priori approach is better than solution No. 6,439

both in terms of fitting the sustainability context as well as in440

maximising the economic benefit (see summarised results in441

Table II).442

B. Tourist trip design problem 443

In 2020, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the tourism sector 444

declined 49% with a loss of approximately US$4.5 trillion 445

and 62 million jobs.3 Present Secretary-General of the United 446

Nations, António Guterres, has said that ‘It is imperative that 447

we rebuild the tourism sector.’ One in every ten people in the 448

world works in this sector, and hundreds of millions more owe 449

their livelihoods to it [33]. 450

Guterres [33] identified five priority areas to aid recovery of 451

the tourism sector. In particular, the third calls us to maximise 452

the use of technology. Using mathematical models to design 453

tourist trips is one of the many ways in which technology could 454

be used to aid recovery. However, at the time of writing these 455

lines, the COVID-19 pandemic is not yet over,4 and tourist 456

trips may cause mass gatherings, with the subsequent risk of 457

amplifying the transmission of SARS-CoV-2. In this pandemic 458

context, solutions provided by mathematical models for the 459

design of tourist trips may not be in accordance with indications 460

given in World Health Organisation’s (WHO’s) guidelines for 461

holding gatherings during the COVID-19 pandemic [34]. 462

To further illustrate our approach, we present a mathematical 463

model of an NP-hard route planning problem [35], known as 464

tourist trip design problem (TTDP), for tourists interested in 465

visiting multiple points of interest (POIs) in a city. The a 466

posteriori approach will be used on a simplified version of 467

the TTDP to obtain routes with characteristics not originally 468

included in its mathematical model. The TTDP model is given 469

3https://research.wttc.org/trending-in-travel (accessed on 10 June 2022)
4https://news.un.org/en/story/2022/05/1118752 (accessed on 10 June 2022)
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Table III
SOLUTIONS TO THE HARVESTING PROBLEM OBTAINED BY SIMULATION

Solutions Zadeh’s connectives Łukasiewicz’s connectives
No. c1 c2 I1 I2 I3 Benefit Value truth(p1) truth(p2) truth(p3) Overall Truth truth(p1) truth(p2) truth(p3) Overall Truth
1 0.134 0.233 1000 1065.635 977.097 382.747 0.400 0.466 0.954 0.400 0.668 0.766 0.954 0.389
2 0.847 0.230 1000 352.566 324.055 928.829 0.400 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.705 1.000 0.000 0.000
3 0.763 0.218 1000 436.225 406.221 859.212 0.472 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.872 1.000 0.000 0.000
4 0.255 0.459 1000 944.930 652.377 689.362 0.510 0.700 0.304 0.304 0.910 1.000 0.304 0.214
5 0.495 0.289 1000 704.564 606.079 699.605 0.600 0.590 0.212 0.212 1.000 1.000 0.212 0.212
6 0.449 0.021 1000 750.508 846.957 465.619 0.600 0.498 0.693 0.498 1.000 0.841 0.693 0.535
7 0.651 0.837 1000 548.407 171.334 1110.926 0.600 0.903 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.000
8 0.788 0.556 1000 411.276 244.111 1017.580 0.422 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.822 1.000 0.000 0.000
9 0.093 0.642 1000 1106.140 561.593 804.327 0.400 0.700 0.123 0.123 0.587 1.000 0.123 0.000
10 0.028 0.185 1000 1171.652 1129.582 246.165 0.400 0.371 1.000 0.371 0.456 0.671 1.000 0.128

by Equation (6).470

max

k∑
i=1

Sπ(i)

s.t. t0,π(1) +

(
k−1∑
i=1

tπ(i),π(i+1)

)
+ tπ(k),0

+

k∑
i=1

vπ(i) ≤ Tmax,

k ∈ N = {1, 2, . . . , p},

(6)

where p is the number of POIs, excluding the starting and471

ending point of a route; Si and vi denote the interest in visiting472

POI i and the time required to visit it, respectively; tij is the473

time required to travel from POI i to POI j; and Tmax denotes474

the maximum available time to complete a route. The decision475

variable is π (route), a permutation of any subset of k elements476

of N , where π(i) is the POI visited at position i of the route477

and POI i = 0 is the starting and ending point of the route.478

The objective is to find routes with maximum overall interest.479

To identify routes suitable for a pandemic context, solutions480

to TTDP (6) may be analysed according to three factors (dura-481

tion, location, and compliance with precautionary measures)482

present in WHO’s guidelines [34]. ‘Duration’ refers to the483

average time spent visiting the POIs on a route. ‘Location’484

refers to the type of each POI (outdoor or indoor). Lastly,485

‘compliance with precautionary measures’ refers to each POI’s486

adherence to current precautionary measures dictated by health487

authorities, such as physical distancing, hand sanitiser at the488

entrance, use of sanitary masks, and ventilation.489

Taking into account the previously mentioned factors, we490

may define a pandemic context with the following fuzzy491

propositions.492

• p1 : The average time spent visiting the POIs on the route493

is Low or Mean,494

• p2 : (The compliance with precautionary measures of the495

route is High) is Very True,496

• p3 : If route’s occupancy is Mean or route’s occupancy497

is High, then route’s ventilation is High.498

The average time spent visiting the POIs on the route is denoted499

by Vπ . The compliance with precautionary measures of POI i,500

denoted by mi, is calculated as the number of precautionary501

measures present in POI i divided by the total number of such502

measures (4 in this case); for a route, it is taken as the average503

over all POIs in the route and is denoted by Mπ . Occupancy504

of POI i is calculated as oi = n/Ci, where n is the number of505

tourists taking the route (20 in this case) and Ci denotes the 506

capacity (number of people) of POI i; for a route, it is then 507

taken as the average over all POIs in the route and is denoted 508

by Oπ . Ventilation of POI i is calculated according to Standard 509

62.1-2019 of the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating 510

and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) [36] and then 511

normalised by using Equation (B.1) in the Appendix section. 512

A route’s ventilation is calculated as the average normalised 513

ventilation over all POIs in the route and is denoted by V entπ . 514

It is assumed that outdoor POIs have occupancy and ventilation 515

values of 0 and 1, respectively. 516

The linguistic terms Low, Mean, High, and Very True 517

have membership functions µlow (x) = max(0, 1 − 2x), 518

µmean (x) = min(2x, 2 − 2x), µhigh (x) = max(0, 2x − 1), 519

and µvery true (x) = x2, respectively. By using the previous 520

notation and that of Definition 10, the pandemic context can 521

be written as 522 p1 : or (Vπ is Low, Vπ is Mean) ,
p2 : (Mπ is High) is Very True,
p3 : implies (or (Oπ is Mean, Oπ is High) , V entπ is High)

 .

Data for solving TTDP (6) are available from 523

https://github.com/cporrasn/TTDP data and consist of 524

33 POIs from Granada city (Spain), including museums, 525

parks and religious sites, obtained by using function 526

geometries from place (’Granada, Spain’) from the Python 527

package OSMnx [37]. It should be noted that this simplified 528

model is easier to solve with context included a posteriori 529

because no additional constraints are added to the model 530

and the objective function is not modified; thus avoiding the 531

non-linearities present in the propositions. 532

Table IV shows 10 feasible solutions to TTDP (6) obtained 533

by using the crossover-less evolutionary algorithm described 534

in [29] with population size 30, number of parents 30 and 535

number of generations 100. Table V shows the decision 536

matrices obtained by using Gödel’s, Zadeh’s and Łukasiewicz’s 537

connectives. It can be noticed that results obtained by using 538

Gödel’s and Zadeh’s connectives lead to choosing route No. 3 539

with overall degree of truth of 0.660. On the other hand, using 540

Łukasiewicz’s connectives leads to choosing route No. 10 with 541

overall degree of truth of 0.734. Interestingly, route No. 10 542

is the second best route according to Gödel’s connectives 543

with overall degree of truth of 0.607 (close to that of route 544

No. 3), and it is ranked fourth according to Zadeh’s connectives, 545

but with overall degree of truth of only 0.523. According to 546

Łukasiewicz’s connectives, route No. 3 is ranked third, but 547

its overall degree of truth is far from that of route No. 10. 548

It may seem that route No. 3 is the most consistent one, but 549
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Table IV
SOLUTIONS TO TTDP (6) OBTAINED BY USING THE EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM DESCRIBED IN [29]

No. Route Overall Interest Visiting Time* Ventilation* Compliance* Occupancy*

1 (6, 28, 17, 13, 29, 11, 16) 15 0.196 0.961 0.857 0.261
2 (6, 9, 14, 17, 11, 13, 33, 16) 14 0.166 0.968 0.843 0.166
3 (16, 33, 17, 28, 11, 26, 13, 30) 14 0.161 0.969 0.906 0.166
4 (28, 9, 17, 16, 10, 13, 11, 6) 14 0.161 0.969 0.843 0.166
5 (19, 17, 16, 28, 11, 33) 14 0.215 0.955 0.875 0.305
6 (29, 16, 19, 11, 17, 13) 14 0.215 0.955 0.875 0.305
7 (16, 11, 29, 13, 17, 28, 33) 15 0.196 0.961 0.857 0.261
8 (7, 17, 28, 16, 11, 13) 14 0.222 0.953 0.916 0.305
9 (16, 9, 28, 17, 26, 10, 11, 13) 14 0.161 0.969 0.875 0.166

10 (16, 29, 30, 11, 13, 26, 28) 14 0.196 0.973 0.928 0.238
* Average values

Table V
DECISION MATRICES OF TTDP (6) CALCULATED BY USING GÖDEL’S, ZADEH’S AND ŁUKASIEWICZ’S CONNECTIVES

No. Gödel Zadeh Łukasiewicz
truth(p1) truth(p2) truth(p3) Overall Truth truth(p1) truth(p2) truth(p3) Overall Truth truth(p1) truth(p2) truth(p3) Overall Truth

1 0.607 0.510 1.000 0.510 0.607 0.510 0.523 0.510 1.000 0.510 1.000 0.510
2 0.666 0.472 1.000 0.472 0.666 0.472 0.666 0.472 1.000 0.472 1.000 0.472
3 0.677 0.660 1.000 0.660 0.677 0.660 0.666 0.660 1.000 0.660 1.000 0.660
4 0.677 0.472 1.000 0.472 0.677 0.472 0.666 0.472 1.000 0.472 1.000 0.472
5 0.569 0.562 1.000 0.562 0.569 0.562 0.611 0.562 1.000 0.562 1.000 0.562
6 0.569 0.562 1.000 0.562 0.569 0.562 0.611 0.562 1.000 0.562 1.000 0.562
7 0.607 0.510 1.000 0.510 0.607 0.510 0.523 0.510 1.000 0.510 1.000 0.510
8 0.555 0.694 1.000 0.555 0.555 0.694 0.611 0.555 1.000 0.694 1.000 0.694
9 0.677 0.562 1.000 0.562 0.677 0.562 0.666 0.562 1.000 0.562 1.000 0.562
10 0.607 0.734 1.000 0.607 0.607 0.734 0.523 0.523 1.000 0.734 1.000 0.734

as mentioned before choosing the appropriate set of logical550

connectives is an application-dependent issue still unresolved.551

Lastly, as expected, routes less suitable for the pandemic context552

may have higher overall interest (objective function value) than553

more suitable ones (see routes No. 1 and 7).554

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS555

Optimal solutions may be useless in practice when they556

come from models built with no consideration of the contexts557

in which the problems arise. Hence, modelling such contexts558

and using the resulting models to effectively assist decision-559

making should not be overlooked. In this paper, we used fuzzy560

propositions to model contexts and proposed two approaches561

to solve optimisation problems posed within such contexts.562

An a priori approach was developed, in which the context563

is included in the constraint set of the optimisation problem.564

Optimal solutions obtained in this way always conform (to the565

highest possible degree) to the context in which the problem566

has been posed. However, the solving process is complicated by567

the additional set of constraints included in the problem model.568

On the other hand, an a posteriori approach was developed to569

alleviate the computational burden. The a posteriori approach570

leaves the problem model intact and uses techniques such571

as simulation or metaheuristic algorithms to obtain a set of572

solutions that are checked for their suitability to the context573

by means of a multi-criteria decision-making methodology.574

However, this approach cannot guarantee optimal solutions. A575

fish harvesting problem in a sustainability context and a TTDP576

in a COVID-19 pandemic context were solved as application577

examples. The results stemmed from these examples show578

that ‘context-aware’ solutions are more useful in practice and579

contribute to an effective decision-making. Future work will be580

devoted to applying our results to other problems and analysing581

solutions from the perspective of different contexts. Extending 582

the theoretical results to multi-objective optimisation is also an 583

interesting research line to explore. Future work will also be 584

devoted to establishing guidelines for choosing the appropriate 585

set of logical connectives to model decision-making contexts, 586

and incorporating these contexts into ADM systems. 587

APPENDIX A 588

COMPUTER CODES 589

590
%% Variables and parameters 591

% Fraction of the biomass to be removed in each period. 592

c = sdpvar(1,2); 593

% Biomass at the beginning of each period. 594

% Biomass at the beginning of period 1 is known; therefore, 595

% we only use variables I(2) and I(3). 596

I = sdpvar(1,3); 597

% Auxilliary variable for context modelling. 598

alpha = sdpvar(); 599

% Initial biomass 600

I1 = 1000; 601

% Reproduction rate 602

r = [0.2,0.15]; 603

%% Problem constraints 604

C = [I1−c(1)*I1+r(1)*I1==I(2), 605

I(2)−c(2)*I(2)+r(2)*I(2)==I(3), 606

c(1)>=0, c(1)<=1, c(2)>=0, c(2)<=1]; 607

%% Context modelling 608

% Membership functions (High) 609

mI1 = max(0, min(1,(I1−500)/500)); 610

mI2 = max(0, min(1,(I(2)−500)/500)); 611

mI3 = max(0, min(1,(I(3)−500)/500)); 612

% Membership functions (Low) 613

mr1 = max(0, 1−2*r(1)); 614

mr2 = max(0, 1−2*r(2)); 615

% Membership functions (Mean) 616

mc1 = min(2*c(1), 2−2*c(1)); 617

mc2 = min(2*c(2), 2−2*c(2)); 618

% Define the context using Zadeh’s connectives. 619

Context = [max(1−min(mI1, mr1),... 620

min(min(mI1, mr1),mc1))>=alpha, 621
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max(1−min(mI2, mr2),...622

min(min(mI2, mr2),mc2))>=alpha,623

mI3>=alpha, alpha>=0];624

C = [C, Context];625

%% Objective function626

benefit = c(1)*I1+c(2)*I(2);627

objective = benefit+10ˆ6*alpha;628

%% Solve the problem using bmibnb with glpk629

ops = sdpsettings(’solver’,’bmibnb’,’bmibnb.lowersolver’,’glpk’,...630

’bmibnb.lpsolver’,’glpk’);631

optimize(C, −objective, ops)632

%% Results633

% Biomass at the beginning of each period.634

biomass = [I1, value(I(2)), value(I(3))]635

% Fraction of the biomass removed in each period.636

fraction = [value(c(1)), value(c(2))]637

% Biomass removed in each period.638

removed = [value(c(1)*I1), value(c(2)*I(2))]639

% Overall degree of truth using Zadeh’s conjunction (min).640

truth = value(min([max(1−min(mI1, mr1),...641

min(min(mI1, mr1),mc1)),642

max(1−min(mI2, mr2),...643

min(min(mI2, mr2),mc2)),644

mI3]))645646

Code A.1. Harvesting model in Octave.

647
%% For reproducibility648

rand(’state’,1)649

%% Reproduction rate650

r = [0.2, 0.15];651

%% Membership function (High)652

mI = @(x) max(0, min(1,(x−500)/500));653

%% Membership function (Low)654

mr = @(x) max(0, 1−2*x);655

%% Membership function (Mean)656

mc = @(x) min(2*x, 2−2*x);657

%% Generate N=30 solutions658

N = 30;659

% Generate random values for c1 and c2660

C = rand(N, 2);661

% Set I1 = 1000662

I1 = 1000*ones(N,1);663

% Calculate I2 and I3664

I2 = I1 +r(1)*I1−C(:,1).*I1;665

I3 = I2 +r(2)*I2−C(:,2).*I2;666

% Store all solutions in matrix M667

M = [C,I1,I2,I3];668

% Calculate the truth value of the propositions669

truth p1 = arrayfun(@(row)max(1−min(mI(M(row,3)),mr(r(1))),...670

min(min(mI(M(row,3)), mr(r(1))),mc(M(row,1)))),(1:N)’);671

truth p2 = arrayfun(@(row)max(1−min(mI(M(row,4)),mr(r(2))),...672

min(min(mI(M(row,4)), mr(r(2))),mc(M(row,2)))),(1:N)’);673

truth p3 = arrayfun(@(row)mI(M(row,5)),(1:N)’);674

%% Decision matrix675

T = [(1:N)’,truth p1, truth p2, truth p3];676

%% Use Zadeh’s conjunction (min) to aggregate the truth values677

% and then sort the solutions in ascending order678

sT = sortrows([T(:,1),arrayfun(@(row)min(T(row,2:4)),(1:N)’)],2);679

%% Select the best solution680

best = M(sT(end,1),:)681682

Code A.2. Simulation of the harvesting model in Octave.

APPENDIX B683

CALCULATION OF NORMALISED VENTILATION684

The following notation is used to calculate the normalised685

ventilation of a POI.686

• n: Number of tourists taking the route,687

• Ci: Capacity (number of people) of POI i,688

• Ai: Floor area (m2) of POI i,689

• (Rp)i: Outdoor airflow rate required per person690

(L/s·person) of POI i,691

• (Ra)i: Outdoor airflow rate required per unit area (L/s·m2) 692

of POI i. 693

Normalised ventilation is given by 694

venti = 1− (Rp)i × n
(Rp)i × Ci + (Ra)i ×Ai

, (B.1)

where the denominator is the ventilation of a POI i calculated 695

according to Standard 62.1-2019 of ASHRAE [36]. The values 696

of Rp and Ra depend on the categories of indoor POIs 697

(museums, places of religious worship, and so on). Refer to 698

Table 6-1 in [36]. 699
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